
Concept

The All-In-One Combo 
Keyboard that Delivers

For musicians, few experiences match the thrill of live 
performance, and the V-Combo was built to excel 
onstage. The sounds cover every musical style and 
situation, and the controls are easy to use and instantly 
accessible. It's a dream keyboard for performers who 
want great sounds, feel, and expression without the bulk 
and cost of a big keyboard rig.

Virtual Tone Wheel Organ, RD-Class piano, 
and pro-synthesizer packed into a single unit.

The 76-key waterfall keyboard and harmonic 
bars deliver authentic playability.

Every detail has been designed to deliver
 easy operation during live performances.

Use hand gestures to add effects to your 
ensemble and organ performances.

Manipulate the pitch of your 
ensemble tones or change the 
speed of the organ rotary 
effects.

Use the Player function to play the built-in 
rhythm patterns, as well as SMF data or 
audio files stored on a USB stick.

The V-Combo's waterfall keyboard is ideal for 
organ performance. With 76 keys, it's also 
great for piano performances.

Manipulate the nine bars to 
customize your organ tone. 
Use the red bar to control 
the volume of the ensemble 
sound.

Change the organ tone or 
add effects. 

Save settings you have made on 
the panel, and retrieve them with 
the touch of a button.

Choose ensemble tones such as 
piano, brass and synth.

D Beam Controller Organ Section Ensemble Section

Favorites

Pitch Bend Lever Harmonic Bars 76-Key Waterfall Keyboard Player Function

� Keyboard: Waterfall 76-keys (with velocity) � Parts: Organ (upper, lower, 
and pedal), Ensemble (two parts), Player (built-in rhythm patterns, SMF 
playback, and audio-file playback) � Tones: 65 ensemble tones, five rhythm 
sets, 256 GM2 tones, and nine GM2 rhythm sets (including SFX sets) 
� Maximum polyphony: 128 (organ section is fully polyphonic) 
� Dimensions: 1,260 (W) x 395 (D) x 128 (H) mm / 49-5/8 (W) x 15-9/16 (D) x 
5-1/16 (H) inches (without music rest) � Weight: 16.0 kg / 35 lbs 5 oz

Specifications

Options

DP-10
Damper Pedal

EV-7
Expression Pedal

PK-25A
Pedalboard

PK-7A
Pedalboard

Visit us online at www.RolandUS.com/VR-700.
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� Please visit the Roland website for details on 
   the V-Combo VR-700:
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